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In a Hurry?

Basic Mental Stuff.

Write Better and Faster. 



If you’re in a hurry, 
just get something 
down on paper…

…and 
clean it up 
afterward.



PUNCTUATION
}Get rid of exclamation points.
}Write around semi-colons.
}Add bullet points to lists.
}Use commas sparingly.



CUTTING FOR LENGTH
}When cutting for length, cut 
entire paragraphs, not words 
and sentences.



CLEANING UP LANGUAGE
}Use literally only when you mean 
literally. 

}Avoid adverbs. Find a better verb.
}Avoid adverbs-as-intensifiers.
◦Very / extremely / greatly 

}Cut introductory adverbs.
◦Basically / actually / truthfully 



The goal is not only 
to revise 
but also

to show them how – so you 
don’t have to do it as often in 

the future.



} Whenever possible, revise in person.

} Don’t just change, explain. “Here’s 
why” beats “this is better.”

} Be specific.

} Offer encouragement.



} Improve their work, don’t replace it with 
your own.

}Remember that editing is an investment.
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In a Hurry?

Basic Mental Stuff.

Write Better and Faster. 



q Sit still before you write.
� Remember that writing is thinking.
� Writing helps you work through issues. So 

expect changes…

� Don’t expect perfection. Expect a 
second draft. And a third.
� Iteration is for improvement.



q Sit still before you write.
� Come up with a title to focus your 

effort.
� The Stolhanske screenplay

� When in doubt, it’s okay to ask.
� You’re going to have to anyway, and 

anything you do before you know for 
sure may have to be done again.



q Sit still before you write.
� Discipline yourself to create and 

follow a structure.
� You don’t have to outline, but at least 

make a list.

� Collect stories and examples. 
� People enjoy them and learn better 

that way.



q Be good to yourself.
� Make yourself physically comfortable.
� Work in short bursts.
� Take frequent breaks.
� Use the online timer trick.

� Read it out loud.
� Print it in other fonts and point sizes.



q Remember how to get unstuck.
� Just get something down on paper.
� Don’t try to make the first draft the final 

draft.
� Give yourself permission to revise and 

rewrite.
� You have to share only “the one that works.”



q Remember how to get unstuck.
� Can you say it simpler? Talk it out.
� How would you say it to a friend?

� Be communicative, not fancy or 
professorial.
� Don’t try to impress people. Just try to be 

understood.



q Remember how to get unstuck.
� There’s no such thing as writer’s 

block.



q Leverage the look of the page.
� Add subheads or section marks.

� Segregate topics.
� Check for the best order.

� Use bullet points.

� Add white space.
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In a Hurry?

Basic Mental Stuff.

Write Better and Faster. 



} Use direct language.
� Be simple, not showy.

“We anticipate a multitude of rare opportunities 
in this unique market.”

“There are plenty of opportunities 
in this market.”



} Use direct language.
� Be simple, not showy.

“Our typical approach is to conduct a number of 
focus groups in various cities around the 
country.”

“We propose conducting focus groups 
around the country.”



} Use simple words.
� Your goal is to be understood.
� If you want to impress someone, impress 

them by being easily understood.

“We utilize proprietary systematology..." 

“We use proprietary methods….”
“We have a way of doing this that’s not like 

anyone else’s….”



} If a sentence is too busy, break it 
up.

� One sentence = one idea.

“Over the last five years, stagnant wages accompanied by rising 
unemployment have contributed to the transformation of the region 
from a place people aspire to live into a place people want to leave.”

“Over the last five years, stagnant wages and rising unemployment 
transformed our region. 

People once aspired to live here. Now they want to leave.”



} Cut big paragraphs in two.
� There’s always a way.



} Avoid passive voice.

“The work was done by our association.”

“Our association did the work.”



} Inspect the opening.
� Is the point immediately clear?
� Does the reader have a reason to keep reading?
� Is there anything difficult or confusing?



} Get rid of anything that doesn’t 
advance the narrative.

Show NO mercy. 
If it doesn’t sound right, 

it does not belong.



} Avoid clichés.
� If it’s familiar, replace it.



THE

WEAK
STUFF



} Use “literally” only when you 
mean “literally.”



} Avoid adverbs.



} Stop saying “very.”
� And “extremely.”
� And “exceptionally.”
� And “greatly.”
� And every other intensifier.



Proposals, Brochures, 
Explanations, 

Speeches & Op-eds, 
Shirt-tail bios, 

and 
Correspondence



General Format
Proposals, brochures, explanations

• OPEN
– Clear statement of the premise

• MIDDLE
– What you think, backed up by why it’s 

true

• END
– Restatement and Call to Action



Speeches

• OPEN
– Acknowledgements
– Rapport/Attention
– Topic
– Subtopics

• MIDDLE
– What you think, backed up by why it’s 

true

• END
– Restatement and Call to Action

A
R
T
S



Op-eds
• OPEN
– (Peg) / (Problem) / Promise

• Peg:  A recent news item
• Problem:  What’s wrong / status quo
• Promise:  How you propose to fix the Problem

• MIDDLE
– What you think, backed up by why it’s 

true

• END
– Restate and Call to Action

Usually
we 

start 
here.



OPEN
• Peg + Problem + Promise

Problem Solution

HR 1791 will cost jobs. We should defeat this anti-
jobs, anti-consumer bill.

America relies too 
heavily on foreign oil.

America must conserve, 
reduce, and find more energy 
at home.

Many seriously ill 
people are denied the 
opportunity to take a 
chance on unproven-
but-potentially-
lifesaving drugs.

The federal government 
should overhaul FDA rules to 
more frequently allow 
desperately ill patients to try 
those medicines.



OPEN
• Peg + Problem + Promise
– Something in current news related to 

the issue / “news peg”

This month, Rheumatology 
Journal added autoimmune diseases to 
the list of fastest-growing conditions 
among pre-teens.



OPEN
• Peg + Problem + Promise
– Something in current news related to 

the issue / “news peg”

This week, the American Enterprise 
Institute released a survey describing 
a connection between certain 
environmental regulation and the rise 
of virulent disease in river water.



OPEN

Peg
Connection to the news

Problem
What’s wrong

Promise
How you propose to fix it



Format
• OPEN

– Peg / Problem / Promise
• Peg:  A recent news item
• Problem:  What’s wrong / status quo
• Promise:  How you propose to fix the Problem

• MIDDLE
– Supporting claim #1

– Evidence, evidence, evidence
– Supporting claim #2

– Evidence, evidence, evidence
– Supporting claim #3

– Evidence, evidence, evidence
– …and so on, as needed.

• END
– Restate your remedy
– Issue a call to action

Come 
up with 
these 
first.



We are poised to become the leading quick-
service restaurant chain in Western Europe.

SUPPORTING CLAIM #1
We have an impressive record of growth in Western 

Europe over the past 12 quarters. 

SUPPORTING CLAIM #2
Our understanding of their regulatory environment 

positions us to continue to out-maneuver our 
competitors. 

SUPPORTING CLAIM #3
We have high-demand, high-interest menu items 

that customers can’t get anywhere else. 



What you THINK…
…backed by what you KNOW

Subjective Assertion
Aspartame is one of the most dangerous substances added to 
food and drink. 

Objective Evidence
• The FDA has documented 90 symptoms associated with 

aspartame, including hearing loss, vision loss, anxiety, 
rashes and numbness. 

• The use of aspartame is coincident in a statistically 
significant way with certain types of brain tumors, 
Alzheimer’s disease, birth defects, Parkinson’s disease, and 
diabetes.

• A double blind study on aspartame uses suggested that 
aspartame has effects on human emotions and behaviors. 



We are poised to become the leading quick-
service restaurant chain in Western Europe.

SA:  We have an impressive record of growth in Western 
Europe over the last 14 quarters.

1. Our revenue there is up 75 percent and our per-
store customer traffic is up by half.

2. Businesses like ours are having great success in 
the Far East.

3. Western Europe presents a great opportunity for 
us.

4. In a March 2012 survey by an employee-rights 
watchdog group usually hostile to our industry, 
we were singled out for praise for our labor 
practices. 



We are poised to become the leading quick-
service restaurant chain in Western Europe.

SA:  We have an impressive record of growth in Western 
Europe over the last 14 quarters.

1. Our revenue there is up 75 percent and our per-
store customer traffic is up by half.

2. Businesses like ours are having great success in 
the Far East.

3. Western Europe presents a great opportunity for 
us.

4. In a March 2012 survey by an employee-rights 
watchdog group usually hostile to our industry, 
we were singled out for praise for our labor 
practices. 

TWO TESTS

1)Does it 
help?

2)Is it
 objective

?



We are poised to become the leading quick-
service restaurant chain in Western Europe.

SA:  We have an impressive record of growth in Western 
Europe over the last 14 quarters.

1. Our revenue there is up 75 percent and our per-
store customer traffic is up by half.

2. Businesses like ours are having great success in 
the Far East.

3. Western Europe presents a great opportunity for 
us.

4. In a March 2012 survey by an employee-rights 
watchdog group usually hostile to our industry, 
we were singled out for praise for our labor 
practices. 

OK

IRRELEVANT & NOT OBJECTIVE



Kinds of Evidence

n Anecdotes
n Personal 

experiences
n Statistics
n Facts
n History
n Step-by-step 

logic

Also may be in the 
form of… 
n Jokes

n use of humor
n Props
n Case studies
n Appeals to 

authority / 
credentialed self



Format
• OPEN

– Peg / Problem / Promise
• Peg:  A recent news item
• Problem:  What’s wrong / status quo
• Promise:  How you propose to fix the Problem

• MIDDLE
– What you think, backed up by why it’s true

• Subjective assertion
• Objective evidence

• END
– Restate your remedy
– Issue a call to action



Format
• END
– Recap of big idea
• Restate Problem, Promise, or Both

– Call to action
• Vote for someone or something
• Donate money
• Contact your member of Congress
• Implicit (and most common):  Offer 

belief or support 



Format
Title

Signer’s name

Peg. Problem. Promise.

Subjective assertion 1. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence.

Subjective assertion 2. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence.

Subjective assertion 3. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence. Objective evidence. Objective 
evidence. Objective evidence.

Restate your remedy. Call to action.



General Advice

Content
– Focus on one issue or idea.
– Have a well-defined point of view.
– Your first paragraph should be tight and brief.
– Express your opinion, then back it up with 

factual, researched, or first-hand information.



General Advice

Tone
– Be conversational but not chatty.
– Use direct language.
– Appeal to the average reader.
– Avoid jargon.



General Advice

Overall
You may want to explain everything, 
but readers don’t need everything. 

Pick a well-defined topic and a few key subpoints. 

If you try to do too much, you can wind up with 
an article that, in striving to fit in everything, 

says nothing.



Shirttail Bio
Dr. Roland J. Thorpe, Jr. 

is 

an Assistant Professor at the Johns 
Hopkins School of Public Health 
and
Director of the Program for Research 
on Men’s Health 

at 

the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 
Disparities Solutions.

NAME
is 

TITLE(S)

at 

ORGANIZATION.



} Thoughts on paper
◦ Invest in simple, classic notecards and stationery. 
◦ Have them personalized. 
◦ Use them for sympathy and thank-you notes, and quick, personal 

messages.



} Get to the point and get out
} Qualities
◦ Respectful
◦ Straightforward
◦ Devoid of ornate and unnecessary language



} Open with “Dear Mr./Ms LastName:”
◦ Use “Dear” – no variation, ever.
◦ Finish with a colon, not a comma. (Those are for personal letters.)
◦ If you don’t know the name of the person, write “Good morning:”
� Don’t write “To Whom It May Concern:”



} Complimentary Closing – use one of these:
◦ Sincerely,
◦ Best,
◦ Best wishes,
◦ Best always,

} Follow it with a comma.



PURPOSE
} Acknowledge an invoice, proposal, RFP, payment, letter, etc
FORMAT
} One graf/two sentences
◦ “We are in receipt of…. Thank you.”
◦ Additional sentence if necessary indicating action to come or action 

that has been taken.



PURPOSE
} “Document of transmission”
FORMAT
} Identify
◦ What is being sent
◦ Who is sending it
◦ Who it’s to
◦ Why it’s coming



PURPOSE
} To get them to attend!
FORMAT
} Identify
◦ Event
◦ Date, time, location
◦ Purpose of event
◦ Who is inviting them

} Ask them to attend (Call to action)
} RSVP if applicable



PURPOSE
} To acknowledge a kind act.
FORMAT
} Identify the item, act, or words.
} Say “thank you” using the words “thank you.”
} In a sentence or two, say something unique about what you like 

about the gift, act, or words (if appropriate). For a gift, state 
specifically what you are doing with it.

} One graf is fine; no more than five sentences but no fewer than 
three.

} If personal, handwrite it on note paper.



PURPOSE
} To acknowledge the success or achievement of another.
FORMAT
} Identify the recognition or achievement.
} Say “congratulations” using the word “congratulations.”
} In a sentence or two, describe the value of the achievement in 

appropriate context (e.g., profession, community, school)
} One graf is fine; no more than five sentences but no fewer 

than three.



PURPOSE
} To express understanding and concern.
FORMAT
} Identify the person by name.
} Say “So sorry for your loss” or “condolences” using the words themselves.
} Express sympathy by acknowledging their sadness and/or your own.
} If you have a memory of the person, especially a personal anecdote, 

relate it directly.
} Avoid clichés such as “he’s in a better place” or “he’s no longer 

suffering.”
} Repeat condolence/sentiment at the end.
} One graf is fine. Don’t go on and on; there’s not much to say and 

everybody knows it.



PURPOSE
} To acknowledge that an inquiry did not achieve its goal; to 

close out an encounter or exchange
FORMAT
} Identify the purpose of their inquiry.
} Make the rejection clear – state it simply. Say it in the first 

sentence. DO NOT BURY IT.
} You do NOT have to state the reason for rejection. If you do, 

be clear and unambiguous if possible; otherwise, be kind by 
being general.



PURPOSE
} To vouch for the abilities and/or character of an individual
FORMAT
} Identify the individual and the opportunity they seek
} State your title or position and credentials for familiarity with their 

abilities and/or character
} Identify how long you have known this person and in what capacity
} Assess their abilities in direct and positive terms
◦ General
� “works independently”
� “pays attention to detail”
� “finishes assignments in a timely way”



FORMAT
} Offer specific examples of success and specific achievement
◦ “In 2008, Mr. Loman doubled the company record for sales.”
◦ “Earlier this year, Mr. Loman taught himself HTML and designed an award-

winning website.”
◦ “Mr. Loman managed the largest division in the company.” is non-committal 

(and not particularly informative)
◦ Better:   “In the worst economic downturn in memory, Mr. Loman managed 

the largest division in the company to a profit.”
� Why? It’s specific, and specifically positive!

} Conclude comments with a compliment about the candidate’s 
personality and your delight in recommending him.

} Finish with a call to action:  Express your hope that the reader 
(“you” or “your company”) will give the candidate what they seek



} Open by clearly identifying the reason for the 
letter
◦ Consider whether the letter requires action on the 

reader’s part
} Describe clearly what you want them to do
◦ Give them a specific path
◦ Give them a specific timeline

} Make the letter as brief as possible.
} Close with a call to action.
} Write in a tone that you yourself would like to 

read.




